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North Korea: The Struggle Against American PowerPluto Press, 2005

	George W. Bush's infamous remark about the 'Axis of Evil' brought North Korea dramatically back into the international spotlight. During the late 1990s relations between North Korea and the US and its allies were on the mend. However, the election of George W. Bush resulted in renewed crisis. The nuclear accord between the two...
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Learning Maya Character Rigging and AnimationAlias Wavefront, 2002
Learning Maya | Character Rigging and Animation will teach you everything you need to achieve effective character set-up and animation in Maya. Developed by Alias|Wavefront Education Product Specialists, the book focuses on the creation of a human character, and provides both theoretical exploration and practical application - each chapter includes...
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Take Control of Getting Started with DEVONthink 2TidBITS Publishing, 2010

	With the information-management program DEVONthink 2, you no longer have to swim in a sea of Web bookmarks, email receipts, RSS feeds, Web page snippets, Post-it notes, and phone bills. DEVONthink stores your digital documents and clippings, helps you scan and store paper documents, and serves as home base for organizing and viewing all your...
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Administering VMware Site Recovery Manager 5.0 (VMware Press Technology)Prentice Hall, 2012

	The Complete, Hands-On Guide to Installing and Configuring VMware Site Recovery Manager 5.0


	 


	Administering VMware Site Recovery Manager 5.0 is the complete, technical, hands-on guide to VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM) 5.0...
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Active Directory CookbookO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Take the guesswork out of deploying, administering, and automating Active Directory. With hundreds of proven recipes, the updated edition of this popular cookbook provides quick, step-by-step solutions to common (and not so common) problems you might encounter when working with Microsoft’s network directory service.

	...
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Mastering Ext JSPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		In this book you'll learn to develop a complete application with ExtJS. Enhance your existing skills and get a better grasp of the JavaScript framework to create advanced Internet applications.

	
		Overview

		
			Build an application with Ext JS from scratch
	
			Learn expert tips and...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 PowerShell Cookbook: Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Benefit from over 120 recipes that tackle the everyday issues that arise with Microsoft Exchange Server. Using PowerShell you'll learn to add scripts that provide new functions and efficiencies. Only basic knowledge required.


	Overview

	
		Newly updated and improved for Exchange Server 2013 and PowerShell...
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iMovie 3 Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
So, you wanna be in pictures? Home-movie Hitchcock wannabes have a simple and exciting desktop video-editing tool: Apple’s iMovie 3. iMovie 3 is the perfect tool for turning those long, boring home videos into interesting, polished productions that your family and friends will enjoy. Let’s face it, without video-editing software to...
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Human Resource Management in the Indian Tea Industry (Routledge Focus on Business and Management)Routledge, 2021

	
		Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization policy was advocated in India in 1991 under the supervision of P.V. Narasimha Rao, the then Prime Minister of India. As a consequence, the tea plantation industry was largely affected. It has confronted difficult competition because of the simplification of tariff barriers and the...
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Mastering phpMyAdmin 3.1 for Effective MySQL ManagementPackt Publishing, 2009

	MySQL has gained wide popularity because of its open-source nature, performance, reliability, robustness, and support for various platforms.


	phpMyAdmin is a web-based front-end to manage MySQL databases and has been adopted by a number of open-source distributors. It is one of the most widely used open-source applications written...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 with HadoopPackt Publishing, 2013

	With the explosion of data, the open source Apache Hadoop ecosystem is gaining traction, thanks to its huge ecosystem that has arisen around the core functionalities of its distributed file system (HDFS) and Map Reduce. As of today, being able to have SQL Server talking to Hadoop has become increasingly important because the two are indeed...
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Game Character Creation with Blender and UnitySybex, 2012

	A complete guide to creating usable, realistic game characters with two powerful tools


	Creating viable game characters requires a combination of skills. This book teaches game creators how to create usable, realistic game assets using the power of an open-source 3D application and a free game engine. It presents a...
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